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THE
LANDING
PAD

VENEER:
NATURE’S ORIGINAL
DECORATIVE SURFACE

ADDING
DEPTH TO THE
DETAILS

Multi-functional space
reinterpreted

How real wood veneers
are making a comeback

Adding scale and dimension
to design features

The
Landing
Pad
The Renovation, from an existing 1960s
bungalow to a fresh, modern home was
driven by the desire for a flexible, multifunctional landing pad for the client: a
young design-savvy family. It is one of
those projects that takes your breath away
the first time you see it. The marriage of the
materials including 44’ of kitchen cabinetry
featuring Decospan’s Shinnoki provided by
Hardwoods Specialty Products into this
award-winning kitchen is both sublime and
one of the key background elements to the
landing pad island.

Project: Landing Pad Kitchen Design
Architect: Secter Architecture + Design
Builder: Harris Builders
Engineer: Wolfrom Engineering
Product: Shinnoki Mystery Oak
Awards: 2019 Sub Zero Wolf Award
Best kitchen design in Western Canada
Photographer: Lindsay Reid | Click Studio
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REVIVING
NATURE'S
ORIGINAL
DECORATIVE
SURFACE

Respected, Repurposed & Upcycled
Revive old materials and give them a new lease of life, while respecting the past. This is the true spirit
of the upcycling. Oak beams which have been used in the railway system for many decades are now
processed into veneer with a rich past and warm look. Character can only come naturally in spite of
technology and the attempt to reproduce it. The depth, iridescence, subtle or dramatic variations of
grain and color add purpose and meaning to a space. DesignOneSource offers a total solution of
prefinished real wood veneer surfaces including panels, veneer laminates and edgebanding.
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ADDING
DEPTH TO
THE DETAILS

Add scale and dimension to features using modern engineered materials. Specify a mitre fold edge so
your millworker can machine a v-groove and fold a 3/4" thick panel to create any thickness. Adding mass
to elements has never been easier.
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S U R F A C E S C E N E is a quarterly publication and is published by DesignOneSource.
DesignOneSource is the Specification Division of Hardwoods Distribution Inc. (HDI),
representing products from Rugby Architectural Building Products, Hardwoods Specialty
Products, and Paxton Lumber. HDI has aligned leading global suppliers and front-of-trend
products, providing architects and designers with an unmatched decorative surfaces
offering and comfort in the knowledge that they adhere to the highest environmental
standards. DesignOneSource gives architects and designers access to design inspiration,
trends, vendor coordination, training and technical product support. The DesignOneSource
team is seamlessly integrated with the North American-wide material supply network of
HDI’s 66 distribution centers to ensure the material fulfillment of residential and
commercial projects of any scale.
HDI is built around renewable and recyclable resources. As North America’s largest
Architectural Building Products distributor, it is active in its efforts to minimize its
environmental impact in addition to providing products recognized for contributions to
sustainability.
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